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INTRODUCTION

Membership to the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) has
made it necessary for the Italian economy to introduce essential factors
of stability. By hastening the integration of the goods and input  markets,
the single currency is also bringing about change. Heightened
competitiveness can therefore be achieved only by containing price
increases and improving the quality of products and services. EMU
membership hence requires the production system to undergo a process
of ongoing adjustment, which also entails far-reaching structural
measures. As the December 1998 Report on Economic Reform stated,
over the past few years a number of major changes have been introduced:
public finances have been put on a sound footing, the social institutions
have been modernised, the tax system has been comprehensively
reformed, the goods markets have been liberalised, public corporations
privatised, the finance market developed, and the civil service has been
reformed.

The Cardiff process launched by the Cardiff European Council in
June 1998 has set in motion an important debate among the fifteen
member countries of the European Union, for the first time in Europe,
regarding the reforms they have introduced into the commodities,
services and capital markets. The purpose of this exercise is to analyse
the reforms being implemented in the Union member countries in order
to compare the various national experiences and highlight the best
practices. The ultimate purpose of this process of analysis and debate is
to provide input for the formulation of broad economic guidelines for the
European Union.

The intention behind this second report on economic reform is to
offer a brief overview of the structural and regulatory reforms currently
being pursued in Italy. Section I deals with the structural weaknesses.
Section II reviews what has been done to heighten competition on goods,
private services and public utilities markets. Section III addresses recent
developments on the capital markets, with a particular focus on the
problems relating to the financial development of the SMEs. Finally,
Section IV sums up the initial effects of the structural reforms that have
been implemented over the past few years to drive Italy's full economic
development.
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I. OPEN ISSUES AND REMAINING BARRIERS
TO GROWTH 

Although there has been considerable success in terms of
macroeconomic and financial adjustment, the results have not been so
positive in terms of economic growth: in the Nineties Italy's GDP
growth profile was lower than the average of the EU as a whole, and
lower still in terms of the OECD average. Many of the factors
hampering growth can be put down to a number of structural
weaknesses in the Italian economy: the inadequate use of human capital,
an inadequate physical capital accumulation process, the wholly
inadequate exploitation of the potential of Southern Italy, and delays in
research-intensive sectors. 

These shortcomings are reflected not only in the actual growth
figures but also in the composition and quality which reveal further
anomalies in the Italian development process. The services sector is
poorly developed and skewed, the quality of public services and utilities
in particular is poor and the production system is excessively
fragmented. These weaknesses are due to the persistence of overt or
covert barriers to individual choices and productive activities which are
preventing the Italian economy from performing as a "mature" market
economy.

In particular the following barriers still remain:
• fiscal barriers: although in aggregate terms Italy's tax burden is

in line with the European average, the high tax and social
security burden, common to all the continental European
countries, is one of the reasons why they perform worse than
other countries such as U.S. and Japan;

• administrative barriers: government still tends to over-regulate,
imposing a very heavy administrative burden even on companies
which operate properly on the market, and at all events delivers
inferior quality services compared with the more advanced
countries;

• financial barriers: Italy's small and medium firms suffer from a
lack of financial resources which are indispensable for their
growth;

• individual choice barriers: the inadequacy of family services
(such as care for children, the disabled or the elderly) discourages
social groups which are already poorly represented (women and



young people), from joining the labour market, creating covert
employment which is often inefficient, and raising their status
further as labour market outsiders;

• statutory barriers: current legislation places considerable
constraints on matching labour supply and demand, requires
cumbersome procedures for the use of certain types of labour
contracts, and seriously distorts entrepreneurial choices between
different types of labour contracts;

• educational/training barriers: the labour supply is not always in
tune with the dynamics of the labour market, particularly with
regard to the use of new technologies.
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II. COMPETITION POLICIES AND MEASURES
IMPLEMENTED IN 1999

II.1 Introduction

In Europe, the development of the Single Market is having
important effects on the way in which the markets of goods, services and
production factors operate, facilitating price transparency, broadening
the dimensions of the market and enhancing competition between
companies, wholly to the benefit of consumers. As far as legislation is
concerned, an examination of the indices of Single Market directives
that have not yet been incorporated into domestic law reveals an
acceleration in incorporating these directives into EU national
legislation in 1999. In the period November 1998-November 1999,
Italy's index fell from 5.7 to 3.9, which considerably improved Italy's
ranking compared with the EU average of 4.1.

As far as economic integration is concerned, the removal of most
of the trade barriers has increased the volume of trade between the
member states of the EU, and between the Union and the rest of the
world. The opening up of national markets to competition within the EU
has made it possible to reduce the corporate operating margins (price-
cost mark-ups) and hence the final selling prices, particularly for
marketable staple products and services, especially in areas where
competition pressure is strongest. The opening up of the markets has
also made it possible to increase the transfer of new technologies and
innovation in production processes and product quality, creating new
opportunities for economic growth and employment. Competition on the
goods and capital markets can therefore be effectively boosted - as
indicated by the European Council - by hastening the pace of structural
and regulatory reform already taking place in the country. 

Among the structural reforms that have been implemented, the
privatisation programme, coupled with the introduction of a new
statutory framework for corporate governance for Stock Exchange-
listed companies, has had a decisive impact on the qualitative and
quantitative development of the stock market, encouraging private
savers to invest in securities and providing business with alternative
financing channels to traditional bank borrowing.
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II.2 The deregulation of retail trade 

Retailing in Italy is characterised by the presence of far more retail
outlets than the average of the leading European countries (averaging
fewer than 400,000). But the situation is rapidly improving. Since 1996
the total number of retail outlets has fallen, mainly due to the demise of
many small shops. Meanwhile, particularly in 1998, the share of large
stores, even in Southern Italy and on the islands, has continued to rise
(+10.5 per cent over 1997, compared with a national average of +8 per
cent).

1996 1997 1998

Total number of fixed retail outlets (a) 630.655 626.319 623.545
Of which:
Large shops: 6.339 6.593 7.114

North 3.469 3.553 3.774
Centre 1.276 1.359 1.482
South & islands 1.594 1.681 1.858

• Chain stores 902 904 971
• Hypermarkets 230 240 251
• Supermarkets (food) 5.207 5.449 5.892
Retail trade employees ('000) (b) 3.440 3.377 3.398
Retail outlet mergers (c) 37 39 n.d.
Associations (procurement groups) 30.009 29.593 28.354
V.A. by retail trade as a % of GDP 12,70 12,50 12,30

(a) 1997 and 1998: data supplied by the Ministry of Trade and Industry based on data provided by MOVIMPRESE.
(b) National accounting data SEC '95.
(c) Data supplied by Antitrust Authority.
Source: Italy's Ministry of Trade and Industry.

Table II.2.1 - Retail trade indicators

The trend towards greater concentration of retail trade is also
evidenced from the increase of the number of mergers among
commercial outlets invoicing more than 500 billion lire.

The retail trade reform

The retail trade reform that began in 1998 and not yet completed,
is redefining public intervention pursuing the decentralisation of powers
and administrative streamlining. Central government has the authority to
lay down the general principles, leaving it to the regional governments
and municipal authorities to take specific action in this area by
programming shopping centres, integrating them into the urban
development plans, and implementing ventures to enhance town centres
and rehabilitate urban areas.
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On 24 April 1999 the licensing system for small retail traders was
abolished, together with the register of traders, and the goods tables
were reduced from fourteen to only two (food and non-food). By
removing entry barriers and streamlining administrative procedures,
15,415 new registrations have been made since last May (including
mergers). The incentives provided have also encouraged a number of
marginal traders to opt out of the market altogether, handing in their
non-transferable licences (the Government has already accepted 6,000
applications). The balance between new retail outlets being registered
and retail outlets closing down is positive around 1,000 units in the
period May-October.

For large sales outlets, the effects of the reform will become clear
in the medium term once the regional programming has been
implemented fully. In the present transitional phase, except for Sardinia
and the autonomous provinces of Trento and Bolzano, where the
Ministry of Industry will act in their stead, all the regional governments
have completed the formalities required to approve the measures
implementing the legislation within their sphere of jurisdiction.

Vehicle fuel distribution network

The reform of the vehicle-fuel distribution network, begun in 1998,
is designed to modernise the sector as a whole by cutting down the
number of service stations which is expected to diminish by 7 or 8
thousand units once the reform is completed. During 1999 this
rationalisation process led to the closure of over 2,000 service stations by
the companies operating in the industry, without any noticeable
repercussions in terms of employment, thanks to the Indemnity Fund for
service station operators, which was then extended and broadened. The
recent measure launched by the Government on 29 October 1999 has
stepped up liberalisation by bringing forward the deadline date for the
transition phase from 30 June 2001 to 30 June 2000. Conversely, the
opening of new self-service petrol stations has been exempted from
compliance with that deadline, leaving them free to be opened as soon as
the measure became effective (30 October 1999).

II.3 The deregulation of public utilities

The reform of the electricity industry

In the electricity industry, since the implementation in Italy of
directive 96/92/EC in March 1999, important energy and environmental
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policy objectives have been set, including offering a more efficient and
better quality electricity supply service, containing energy prices, and
protecting the environment. The fundamental instrument to be used in
order to achieve these objectives is the liberalisation of the electricity
industry. In October 1999, the Government privatised ENEL by floating
31.7 per cent of the share capital. The market will be further opened up
with the sell-off by ENEL of a substantial share (15,000 megawatts) of
its production capacity. The Electricity and Gas Regulatory Authority
has to issue directives to guarantee freedom of access to the grid, and
neutrality of service, the economic and financial efficiency of the
management of the industry, and price-setting. During 1999, prices were
cut - after deducting the variable cost component linked to crude oil
prices - by 5 per cent. For the period 2000-2003, tariff restructuring will
further reduce average expenditure by consumers of around 20 per cent.

The reform of the gas industry

The gas industry is still highly concentrated. Partly because of this
market structure, the present price level, after deducting industrial and
household consumption taxes, was 6 and 7 per cent higher than the
European average for the 2-year period 1997-1998. In the same period,
and considering post-tax price levels, the figure was 43 per cent and 12.5
per cent higher, respectively. However this industry can be further
opened up to competition as required by the Community directive
(98/30/EC) which is currently being enacted in Italy. The reform plan
provides market access to be regulated by the regulatory authority, with
the objective of guaranteeing transparent and non-discriminatory
conditions for service access and delivery. 

The reform of telecoms

Telecommunications is still characterised by one dominant
operator for the fixed telephony service (Telecom Italia). There are two
cellular telephone operators accounting for more than 95 per cent of the
market (respectively 63 per cent TIM and 33 per cent Omnitel), while
the third operator (Wind) holds 3 per cent. The other operators that have
been issued with licences (65, and not all of them operational) have
negligible market shares at the present time. After 1 January 2000,
competition will also be introduced into the fixed telephony service. The
liberalisation of the telephone services has brought positive benefits to



consumers in terms of lower charges and a wider range of services
offered. Compared with 1996, prices to the end-users in 1999 were on
average 14 per cent lower. The introduction in November 1999 of a
single telephone charge for areas within the same telephone "district"
reduced telephone charges for calls within the same district, by about 50
per cent. Enhanced competition has also led to cheaper Internet-use
phone charges. Italy is one of eight European countries that have
abolished the network access charge, and the tariffs are amongst the
lowest in comparison with the OECD average.

The reform of the postal service

One year after the adoption of the 1998-2002 corporate plan of the
Italian postal service, the restructuring and improvement of the service
led to the introduction in June 1999 of the "priority post" (First Class)
service. Use of this service has almost doubled forecast traffic volumes.
The 70 per cent target for next-day delivery was achieved and surpassed
in September 1999, with a performance of 84 per cent, while 98 per cent
of the First Class letters are delivered within two days. The standards of
service have now improved for international mail, with a reduction to a
three-day maximum delivery time for 90 per cent of incoming mail.

The water industry 

The water industry continues to show structural shortcomings.
However, the system is now moving towards the end of the reform
process that began in 1994. Even though the public tender has only been
issued in Arezzo, throughout Italy as a whole, 90 "optimal management
areas" have been identified to form the backbone of the reform of the
water industry. Industrialisation process over the past two years has led
to an increase in the number of public corporations being converted into
joint stock companies, particularly in the larger cities (Rome, Turin,
Genoa and Bari). The government has converted the Ente Autonomo
Acquedotto Pugliese into a joint stock company in June 1999. At the
same time, the �Ente Autonomo per lo sviluppo dell'irrigazione e la
trasformazione fondiaria in Puglia, Lucania e Irpinia� (EIPLI) is also
scheduled to undergo a conversion into a joint stock company.
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Insurance 

In the insurance industry, the government has decided to encourage
greater transparency by introducing a list of "annual benchmark
premiums" for third party vehicle insurance. This measure is designed to
help consumers choosing between the different insurance companies and
thereby reducing the disparities in terms of clear information provided to
users by insurance companies.

II.4 The restructuring of the transport industry

Transport in Italy

There are wide discrepancies within the Italian transport industry.
While the road network takes up most of the traffic, the railway system
is inadequate. There are spare capacity in the shipping industry and
congestion of the air traffic infrastructure.

6% 3%

Road network Railways Others

91%

Graph II.4.1 - Italy's transport network

Internal passenger traffic in terms of passenger-kilometres has
grown in the past three years by 5.5 per cent. Private road transport
accounts for 70 per cent of total passenger traffic. This is mirrored by a
gradual decline in the number of rail passengers (from 17 per cent in
1970 to 11 per cent in 1998). The same applies to the freight transport
where traffic by road (according to 1998 figures) accounts for about 64

Source: Conto Nazionale dei Trasporti, 1998.



per cent of the total medium- and long-haul traffic, despite the
development of road-rail and shipping integrated transport.

The transport industry reform

The measures adopted by the Italian government to rebalance the
transport industry are based upon strategy for decentralisation,
privatisation and liberalisation. Under the year 2000 Budget Law, in
order to strengthen the national network, public funding will be
available for all intermodal infrastructures, including systems other than
interports, thus making it possible to improve the coordination of
transport policies.

The restructuring of Ferrovie S.p.A., �

In this environment, the restructuring of the Railway company
"Ferrovie S.p.A.", which began in July 1998, takes on particular importance.
It is based on the principle of separating the rail network infrastructure from
the rail services, subjecting the industry to market forces and imposing
accounting and management transparency. In May 1999, with the creation
of the Passenger, Freight, Regional Transport Divisions and the Rolling
Stock Technologies Unit, the Ferrovie S.p.A. completed the intenal
separation in departments. As from the first January 2000, the separate
accounting will be followed by the establishment of separated companies to
manage infrastructure and provide the transport services.

To achieve these objectives, the agreement signed in November
1999 by the government, the railways group and the trade unions for the
revitalisation of the Ferrovie group, confirmed the objective of making
the transport company break-even by 2003, and the network infrastructure
company by 2005. The reduction of Ferrovie group operating costs
should be 10-15 per cent, while labour costs should fall by 18-20 per cent,
with revenues rising by 20-25 per cent.

...  of local public transport, ...

In the local public transport industry, structural difficulties such as
excess manpower, obsolete infrastructures and low fares have lowered
the quality of the services across the years, with a continual fall-off in
the number of passengers and an increase in private motorcar use. The
programme to revive local public transport is connected with local
government decentralisation, under which the regional governments
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will have the responsibility for local road and rail transport services. By
31st December 2000, the companies that manage road trasportation
because of a granted public franchise must all be converted into joint
stock companies or limited liability companies. This means that they
will eventually stop providing transportation services themselves,
because services will be put out to public tender after a transitional
period (to be completed by 30 June 2003). During the transition the local
authorities can continue to entrust the services to the present franchisees.
Beginning with the year 2000, revenues must cover at least 35 per cent
of costs, which may well require fares to be raised still further.

...  of air transport, ...

The reorganisation of air traffic is designed to reduce the
congestion in the two main hubs in northern Italy by separating domestic
traffic, using Linate airport, and international traffic, using Malpensa
airport. According to the EU directives, airport investments financed
with state aid must gradually be scaled down, until they are completely
phased out by the end of the year 2000. Alitalia is now undergoing far-
reaching restructuring which is having positive effects on profitability,
followed by the alliance it has concluded with KLM. Greater market
competition, by giving access to other carriers for the assignment of
slots, has led both to the deregulation of ground handling services and
the reduction of tariffs by over 10 per cent over the past three years, with
the resultant increase in air travel for medium distances.

... and of maritime transport

In the shipping industry, the number of containers handled in the
past few years now represents about 20.7 per cent of all European
container traffic, and his figure is continuing to rise. The opening of the
Gioia Tauro port in southern Italy, which alone handles 7.6 per cent of
Italy's domestic container traffic, and the investments made in the ports
of Naples and Salerno, have evened out most of the discrepancies
between northern and southern Italy with regard to the availability of
harbour infrastructure, highlighting the great potential of coasting for
the future of Italy's freight traffic. The harbour sector has been privatised
with the creation of privately managed port and harbour companies.
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III. DEVELOPMENT TRENDS ON THE CAPITAL
AND FINANCIAL SERVICES MARKETS

Development factors

In the past few years, the Italian financial market has grown rapidly.
The main factors of this development may be grouped under the
following headings: 

• Economic factors, related to the high propensity to save in Italy,
the reduction in interest rates and the implementation of the
privatisation programme.

• Statutory factors, linked to the reform of securities brokerage
introduced by the new legislation on the capital gains tax, leading
to the Financial Markets (Single) Law.

• Market organisational factors, relating to strategic initiatives
adopted by the main market companies - the Italian Stock
Exchange (Borsa Italiana SpA) and MTS SpA - both of which
have been privatised. 

Steep increase in the aggregate capitalisation of listed companies

Taken together, all these factors have created the conditions for
raising the thickness of the Italian stock market and for developing new
financial instruments and markets. Between 1990 and 1999 the ratio of
the overall capitalisation of Italian Stock Exchange-listed companies
and GDP rose from 12.8 per cent to 65.2 per cent, in line with the rest
of continental Europe. Over the same period the daily average stock
market trading volume rose from 204 billion to over 3,880 billion lire.
The increase in the number of listed companies, from 229 in 1990 to 253
by the end of 1999, was largely due to mergers and acquisitions, but also
partly to the new propensity of Italian companies to seek Stock
Exchange listing.
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The restructuring of banking foundations

The reform of legislation reorganising civil code and tax code
provisions governing banking foundations and the restructuring of the
banking industry that was recently brought into force, forms part of the
process of European integration. The main purpose of this legislation was
to provide a certain statutory framework for the Foundations and to
encourage the restructuring of the banking system. Under the new
legislation, the status of the Foundations in private law has been clarified,
specifying that they must pursue exclusively objectives of social utility in
the various areas in which they operate (scientific research, education,
cultural and environmental heritage, public health, etc.).

III.1 The role of privatisation and privatisation plans 

The latest developments on the financial markets have been partly
due to the fallout from privatisation, which has driven companies to
resort more extensively to the venture capital market, and have
encouraged individual savers to invest increasingly in securities. The
total number of privatised companies account for over 50 per cent of the
aggregate Stock Exchange capitalisation. In October, the Treasury sold
off a first tranche of ENEL by a global offering of 31.74 per cent of the
share capital, raising a gross 16.55 billion Euros (more than 32,045
billion lire). ENEL's listing raised the Italian Stock Exchange

Year Listed Listed Italian companies capitalisation Turnover Daily
companies shares (b) (billions (L. thousand (% GDP) value average

of Euros) billions) (L. thousand turnover
billions) (L. bln.)

1990 229 340 87 168 12.8 51 204
1991 231 342 92 178 12.4 31 126
1992 229 342 89 173 11.5 35 136
1993 222 329 121 234 15.1 104 406
1994 223 324 152 294 17.9 190 754
1995 221 316 168 326 18.4 140 561
1996 217 307 199 386 20.6 157 621
1997 213 301 310 600 30.8 338 1,345
1998 223 304 481 932 46.1 819 3,237
1999 253 334 721 1,396 65.2 981 3,884

(a) Data exclude the OTC market.
(b) Ordinary, privilegiate, and value shares.
Source: Borsa Italiana S.p.A.

Table III.1 - Main indicators of the Italian Stock Exchange Market capitalisation (a)



capitalisation by over 10 per cent, adding Europe's largest electricity
corporation to the Stock Exchange listing. The privatisation of ENEL
has enabled over 3.8 million subscribers to invest in securities. ENEL
alone accounted for 1.5 per cent of the GDP forecast for 1999.

Other privatisations directly managed by the Treasury included
the total privatisation of Mediocredito Centrale - an investment bank
wholly owned by the Treasury. The bank was sold through a private sale
- based on a competitive bid by several financial institutions - to Banca
di Roma, for  approximately 3,900 billion lire. Prior its privatisation,
Mediocredito Centrale was assigned a 22.37 per cent holding in Banco
di Sicilia, previously owned directly by the Treasury.

The total value of privatisations implemented by the Treasury
between 1994 and 1999 was around 122,000 billion lire1.
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Source: Italy's Ministry of Treasury.

Other privatisation operations have been part of the process of
privatising IRI's subsidiaries, which is scheduled for completion by 30
June 2000. IRI has now sold off Autostrade, bringing in about 13,000
billion lire2. Finmeccanica, in which IRI currently owns a 55 per cent
holding following the merger with MEI in December 1999, will be

1) This amount is inclusive of the conversion of INA PENS, issued by the Treasury in June �96, as of 31st
December 1999.

2) Of this amount, Lit. 4,871 billion, resulting from the sale to a stable shareholder group, are currently
under the Antitrust assessment.



privatised before mid-2000. This operation forms part of a programme
designed to concentrate all the IRI high technology holdings in
Finmeccanica, and to consolidate its assets and financial structure in
terms of its own strategic businesses and the completion of its
international alliances policy.

It is also planned for IRI to sell by direct sale its entire 54.2 per cent
stake in Aeroporti di Roma (AdR). This will be disposed of as a single
package in order to guarantee stability to the ownership, to prevent
splitting it up between individual investors with conflicting interests.
Once the assignment is completed, the new owners will promote a
public offering of the remaining share capital of AdR (45.8 per cent),
which is not owned by IRI. As for Cofiri, IRI's  stake will be sold off by
June 2000 by means of a single blockade.

Privatisation is also spreading to other industries, particularly to
the real estate  and infrastructure sectors, thanks to the introduction of
instruments which make provision for the involvement of private
investors in the process of financing, building and managing public
services and utilities. 

III.2 Finance to boost SME growth

Certain phases in the life-cycle of a small and medium enterprise
(start-up, rapid growth, transformation) demand specific types of
financial support such as corporate debt and sale off of private equity.
These financial instruments are potentially of great significance both
because they can contribute towards reducing the leverage of the SMEs,
but also because they form a necessary area of intersection between
traditional forms of bank loans and more sophisticated forms, such as
Stock Exchange listings. For innovative SMEs with a high growth
profile, new opportunities to acquire a Stock Exchange listing or to
resort to the venture capital market have created a wide range of
different forms of financial structure development, greatly broadening
the range of external financing available to them, including bank loans.

Nuovo Mercato: a new Stock Exchange Market for high growth profile
SMEs

In January 1999, the Italian Stock Exchange created the "Nuovo
Mercato", forming part of the EURO.NM pan-European circuit of stock
exchanges expressly dedicated to innovative small and medium
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businesses with strong growth prospects. The Nuovo Mercato is
therefore the fifth member of the EURO.NM circuit following the
accession of Le Nouveau Marché (Paris), Neuer Markt (Frankfurt),
NMAX (Amsterdam) and EURO.NM Belgium (Brussels). The
inclusion of Nuovo Mercato in the EURO.NM network is a further step
forward towards the integration of Europe's capital markets. In
September 1999 there were 170 companies quoted with a market
capitalisation in excess of Euro 35 billion. In October 1999, for the first
time and with great success among investors, five new companies were
quoted in Italy.

The Italian private equity and venture capital market is also
expanding sharply in line with the trends of the other leading European
countries. At the end of 1998, Italy, with a market capitalisation of 933
million Euros, stands fifth in terms of invested capital. However, the
resources invested by investment funds, investment banks and equity
financing institutions in unlisted companies rose at the end of 1998 by
54.7 per cent against an average European growth rate of 49.8 per cent.
In terms of the average investment figure in Italy, 1998 showed an
increase over 1997 of 36 per cent, against the European average of 22.7
per cent. It should be noticed from the figure on "Venture capital in
Italy" that over 30 per cent of total invested resources came from
expansion operations, namely, the financing of corporate development
programmes. One important figure is in the segment of investment
programmes for seed and start-up financing which, in 1998, referred to
94 companies with an aggregate investment of 200 billion lire.
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IV OTHER REFORMS FOR GOODS AND
CAPITAL MARKETS

IV.1 Initial effects  of the tax reform

The positive effects of the tax reform implemented in 1998 have
reduced the fiscal wedge for companies and cut the tax/GDP ratio by 1.5
per cent. This was achieved through the introduction of the regional tax
on productive activities (IRAP), Dual Income Tax (DIT) measures and
new tax incentives for mergers and acquisitions. The tax changes
connected with the introduction of DIT and IRAP have also had
important repercussions on the financial structure of the SMEs. These
two changes are driving debt-reduction in favour of self-financing and
venture capital and venture participation: IRAP is reducing incentives to
contract debts because it is no longer possible to deduct interest charges.
DIT is encouraging self-financing providing a system to encourage the
reinvestment of profits. The introduction of DIT is a major instrument in
the government's tax policy to reduce the corporate tax burden. With this
new system of dual taxation, Italy has embarked on a process of
gradually reducing the average rate of tax. In 1998, the replacement of
a number of taxes by IRAP generated a structural reduction in tax
revenues of about 9,000 billion lire, compared to the expectations of
fiscal neutrality. Yet aggregate tax revenues remained unchanged thanks
to more efficient tax collection and the introduction of new measures to
curb tax evasion and tax avoidance by broadening the tax base.

The tax wedge on the labour factor has been reduced by abolishing
NHS contributions and other types of contributions. The latest ISTAT
figures have shown that between 1997 and 1998 the cost of labour fell
by about one per centage point. In order to reduce the tax burden on the
labour factor and to achieve the objectives set out in the Kyoto protocol,
the introduction of the green tax (Carbon Tax) in the 1999 Budget Law
will ensure that labour costs over the next five years will fall by a further
10,000 billion lire.

Under the Social Pact a new policy has been established for the
fiscal auditing of the SMEs, particularly shops and small tradesmen,
based on sectoral studies to define incomes. The purpose of these studies
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is to provide statistical benchmarks for each area, to prevent the tax
evasion which is particularly common on the part of very small
businesses.

IV.2 The SMEs and the Public Administration

Excessive administrative costs

A recent ISTAT-Unioncamere survey estimated that administrative
costs to businesses at the end of 1997 in Italy totalled 22,500 billion,
averaging about one per cent of total business costs and 1.2 per cent in
terms of GDP at market prices.  One area in which administrative costs are
particularly heavy is foreign trade, where red tape is weakening the
international competitiveness of Italian small and medium firms: Italian
exports carry a 2 per cent burden of administrative costs, against the
European average of 0.5 per cent. Italy has a very large number of
formalities for registering companies (25), and the time required for
registration to be finalised is still very long (at least 15 weeks).

Since most of the administrative costs are fixed and non-recoverable,
they are comparatively more burdensome to small firms (in some cases,
however, small firms are exempted from paying them). It is estimated that
administrative costs account for 1.3 per cent of the total corporate
manpower costs to firms with between three and five employees, compared
with 0.2 per cent for firms with over 200 employees.

Cutting red tape

In order to resolve these problems, during 1999 the government
submitted an initial Bill (enacted as Law 50/99) to repeal earlier
legislation and streamline administrative procedures. This will enable
statutory provisions to be replaced by government regulations, which
are certainly better able to rapidly rationalise, simplify and adjust in
order to keep pace with a changing environment. The regulations and
the repealing effects of those regulations come into force 15 days after
the date of publication in the Official Gazette, replacing the previous 60-
day period under the previous legislation.
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At the end of 1998 a new regulation extended and innovated the
system of "self-certification". In order to ensure real administrative
streamlining, and following the example of other European Union
countries, the government has been continuously monitoring the
situation to see how far the reform is actually being implemented
through its Unit for the simplification of rules and procedures. 

The "one-stop shop"

One particularly important novelty for SMEs is the opening of the
"one-stop shop" for production activities, which plays a twofold
function: a) simplifying procedures - substantially cutting back
bureaucratic burdens on companies (back office structure); b) providing
information, advisory and corporate support for companies wishing to
embark on an industrial activity (front office structure). Five months
after being opened in May 1999 on behalf of the Civil Service
Department, the "one-stop shop" have been shown to be in full working
order or in an experimental phase in only 25 per cent of the
municipalities surveyed. Another 25 per cent of municipalities are still
in the process of setting them up, while in the other 50 per cent of the
municipalities the whole issue is still under study (36.4 per cent) or has
so far been ignored altogether (13.6 per cent).

IV.3 State aids

During the course of the last seven years, the Italian government
has been pursuing the reduction of the level of state aids as required by
Community law. The following tables and graphs show how the
reduction in state aids is evidenced both from national statistics and
European statistics.
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Average annual
In Euros per employed person

As a %
% of GDP of public expenditure

Country 1993-1995 1995-1997 Var % 1993-1995 1995-1997 Var % 1993-1995 1995-1997 Var %
Italy 1,94 1,71 -12% 799 736 -8% 3,50 3,25 -7%
EU 15 1,48 1,20 -19% 644 549 -15% 2,83 2,36 -17%

Source: European Commission, 7th State Aids Census.

Table IV.3.1 - Italian state aids



The fact-finding survey conducted by the Ministry of Trade and
Industry shows that state aids to private companies in the period 1995-
1998 totalled Euros 23,930 million, resulting from 84 different pieces of
legislation.
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Graph IV.3.1 - Italian state aids to private companies in million euros

Source: Italy's Ministry of Trade and Industry.

State aids have mainly been provided in two ways: investment
grants to companies or to particular industrial sectors, and a range of
different tax relieves (exemptions, deductions, tax credits, reduced tax
bands). In the same period of 1995-1998 most state aids was directed
towards regional objectives, which constituted about 69 per cent of total
aids. The regional targeting of aid was in line with the guidelines of the
policy for the governance of southern Italian development, and
Community policy for the development of areas classified as objective
1 regions.

Allocations

Area of application Number of measures Millions of Euro %

Whole country 56 7644 32
Depressed areas 7 10977 46
South 7 4377 18
Local aids 14 932 4
Total 84 23930 100

Source: Italy's Ministry of Trade and Industry (DPEF 2000-2003, annex 4/III).

Table IV.3.2 - State aids by geographic area in 1995-1998



In the State aids reduction policy there is one particularly
noteworthy case: the former State Railways, Ente Ferrovie dello Stato,
now a joint stock company "Ferrovie S.p.A.", which is still wholly
owned by the Italian state. This is a company which received sizeable
amounts of aid in the past, but the aid has since been reduced within the
framework of a radical restructuring process that is still ongoing. State
aids to Ferrovie S.p.A. as a percentage of the gross value added by
overland transport are below the average level of State aids to railways
companies provided by other member countries of the European Union.
In Italy, aid was 24 per cent in the three-year period 1993-1995, and
19.8 per cent in the three-year period 1995-1997 compared with the
corresponding European averages of 26.7 and 23 per cent. (Source:
European Commission, 7th Census of State Aids). 

Table IV.3.3 lists the aids approved during the first 11 months of
1999 (about 95 per cent of the total) broken down by objective. State
aids for 1999 are expected to be 5 per cent below the total aid allocated
in 1998, with a 5 per cent increase in the percentage of allocated funds
actually released. The distribution of aid by objectives and by
geographic area will be essentially the same as in previous years.
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Objective Approved aids in  millions of Euros

Businesses run by women 26.3
Automatic incentives to depressed areas 502.0
Automatic incentives nation-wide 291.8
Automatic incentives to R&D 139.4
Technological Innovation Fund 239.1
Manufacturing (a) 100.2
Tourism (b) 3456.6
Total 47555

(a) Extraordinary/special ranking of aid for the Veneto, Liguria, Emilia Romagna, Umbria and Marche regions.
(b) The ranking is currently being approved. The data only refer to the measures submitted.
Source: Italy's Ministry of Trade and Industry.

Table IV.3.3 - Main type of state aids in the first 11 months of 1999

IV.4 Italy's technological competitiveness: problems and prospects

Over the past ten years, Italy's technological and commercial
specialisation has been enhanced in the areas of more mature and low
R&D-intensive technologies where Italy was already strongly
represented. With an industrial system composed mainly of small
machine tool engineering firms, with industrial districts and traditional
low-technology sectors, the use of formalised research has been
delayed. The figures on foreign trade in the past few years show a



weakness in the system in high scientific research-intensive sectors
which, in the past was more than offset by the increase in exports of
consumer products. With a strongly positive trade balance, high-tech
exports, as a percentage of total exports in the period 1991-1995, stood
at 14 per cent compared with an EU average of 24 per cent.

In Italy, GERD - i.e. Gross Expenditures in R&D1 - in terms of
financial and human resources are in fact quite small and show the
substantial gap between Italy and other advanced countries: in 1996 the
Italian Gerd was 1.13 per cent of GDP, slightly below the previous year
(1.14 per cent)2. The EU average in 1995 was around 2 per cent3. With
reference to the breakdown of Gerd, the weakness of Italy's position is
also shown from the low R&D percentages for government institutions,
0.5 per cent of GDP. Industry-financed R&D expenditure is also small
(Berd): in the decade 1986-1996 Italian industrial investment in R&D
was 58 per cent of overall expenditure compared with an OECD average
of 67 per cent. Italy's SMEs, which account for 60 per cent of GDP, only
contributed for 13 per cent to R&D expenditure.

As far as patents are concerned, the gradual process of aligning
Italy with the other leading advanced economies, which began a few
years ago, has mainly occurred in the mature technology sectors such as
textiles, garments, transport and machine tool engineering. As far as
human resources are concerned, the number of researchers in public
institutions has gradually risen in the past few decades (over 60 per cent
compared with the European average of 50 per cent, and a 30 per cent
average in the USA, Japan and Germany).

IV.5 Incentives to R&D

At the European level the main incentive for R&D and
technological transfer to companies is the V Framework Programme for
Research and Development. To use the funds under the Framework
Programme, promoted and financed by the EU, Italy has a share of about
one-half of that of the other large countries between 1987 and 1993 (the
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1) Gerd is the sum of: Business R&D expenditure (Berd); higher education R&D expenditure (Herd);
government R&D expenditure (Gov. R&D); private non profit R&D expenditure (PnP R&D).

2) Source: ENEA "L'Italia nella competizione tecnologica internazionale, secondo rapporto, 1999".
3) Source:  OECD, Main Science and Technology indicators.



II, III and IV Framework Programmes): 10 per cent for Italy compared
with 20 per cent for France and 19 per cent for Germany and the UK.

At the national level, public support for applied research is
provided through the Applied Research Fund (ARF), managed by
Ministry of University (MURST), and the Technological Innovation
Fund (TIF), handled by the Ministry of Industry. With regard to ARF,
which is managed by IMI, Murst has adopted a simplified procedure for
SMEs that has given good results: ARF has increased its aid from 15.9
per cent in 1995 to 25 per cent in 1996. For TIF, which is more geared
to applying the findings of research, the Ministry of Industry has
embarked upon a reform to reduce the time taken to examine and
prepare applications, to standardise procedures for granting and
releasing funds, and to delegate technical assessment to outside
consultancies. As far as the policy to encourage the transfer of skilled
personnel within companies is concerned, tax incentives are planned
(tax credits) for companies taking on experienced researchers and
graduates, for research contracts commissioned to universities or other
public research entities, for scholarships and grants to attend the
equivalent of PhD courses. This instrument explicitly gives priority to
SMEs in depressed areas. However, it has so far not been very widely
applied.
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